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Introduction 

The goal of the GreenPatrol project is to build a satellite guided, autonomous robot for pest control in Greenhous-

es.  The project will result in a prototype of a scouting robot (IPM tasks). GreenPatrol uses GNSS signals from the 

European GALILEO configuration to navigate the robot.  

The kick off meeting of GreenPatrol was held in Santander (Spain) on 15 November 2017. The project is now head-

ing for the Midterm review in April this year.   

Userneeds and requirments 

GreenPatrol interviewed many greenhouse farmers to collect 

the user needs. These needs from the user are translated to user 

requirements and from that in a full list of system requirements 

and a test protocols. 

GreenPatrol uses a tested based design. This means that we 

have defined a test for each system requirement. The first test in 

a greenhouse was started already on 8 February 2018. Goal of 

that test was to collect data (GNSS, INS, Odometry) and to col-

lect and evaluate the first system requirements in dynamic con-

ditions. This data will be used for the design of the robots. The 

first test to select the cameras used for the pest detection are 

done. Testing the suitability of lenses and the sensing methodol-

ogy for quality and usability of images. 

On the 7th of June 2018 the GreenPatrol consortium held the 

System Specification Review at the Headquarters of the GSA in 

Prague. That means that all the work done on the user needs 

and system requirement analyses was reviewed and discussed.  

Several of the resulting documents are published on our website   

www.greenpatrol-robot.eu/ 

http://www.greenpatrol-robot.eu/Publications/Public-reports


Planning 

November last year the construction is started. The planning is to start the subsystem integration somewhere in 

May.  Before that, every subsystem will be integrated.  The Integration Review / Midterm Review Meeting will be 

held.  

In October this year we hope to start the validation test in a productive greenhouse.   

www.greenpatrol-robot.eu/ 

Design 

The 6 months after the requirements analysis are used for the design 
of the prototype robot.  

• From the first greenhouse test onwards the team is busy col-
lecting as many as possible images in both laboratory and 
greenhouses from infected plants (for the selected pests). 
These images are used to build a database to train the vision 
subsystem. In this way the robot is able to monitor the devel-
opment and spreading of pathogens. 

• The robot is designed using a standard test platform and of 
shell robot arm.   

• The robot localization algorithms (both Global and Rela-
tive) development is done in this period. During the next phase 
these algorithms will be fine-tuned by means of tests in real 
conditions.  

• All design steps from different robot subsystems are support-
ed by test of the robot parts. 

From 13 to 20 September 2018 the GreenPatrol consortium has done 
another large test in a production greenhouse to support the design. 
Based on this test the design is improved and finished.   

On the 15th of November 2018, 1 year after the kick off meeting, 
GreenPatrol held the Critical Design Review meeting in Nottingham 
(hosted by NSL) to discuss the design that was made based on the 
user needs analysis with the consortium and the GSA.  
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https://www.facebook.com/greenpatrol.eu/
https://twitter.com/greenpatrolproj
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuI_1ySFqs26byudAeMzQAQ
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13557321/

